
A ceiling bracket 1pcs WARNINGS:

B ceiling canopy 1pcs

C retaining nut 2pcs

D out let box screw 2pcs

E wire nut 3pcs

F Metal spacer 2pcs

G wire lock 1pcs THIS IS NOT A TOY AND THE PRODUCT HAS NO PLAY VALUE

H 6" Rod connectors 2pcs

I 12" Rod connectors 2pcs TO ASSEMBLE

J 18" Rod connectors 2pcs

K decoration glass with rod 24pcs

(4). Fasten the  ceiling bracket(A) onto the Outlet Box by using the

PART ENCLOSED

All wires are connected.When unpacking,be careful not to pull wires as
a bad connection may result.Do not connect electricity until your fixture
is fully assembled.To reduce the risk of fire,electrical shock,or personal
injury,always turn off fixture and allow it to cool prior to repacing the
light bulb.Do not touch the bulbs when fixture is turned on or look
directly at lit bulb.Keep flammable material away from the lit bulbs.

(3)Remove ceiling bracket(A) from ceiling canopy(B) by unscrewing
retaining nut(C).

(1)Carefully remove the parts from the carton and place them on a flat
surface. Please make sure that you have all the parts indicated before
you begin to assemble this item.

(2)Determine the hanging length of  chandelier . Connect Connection
Rods( H ) to one or two sets of Connection Rods (I) and Connective
Rods(J) according to the height needed.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp.

Just wipe clean with a soft cloth.

(9)Install 24pcs 40-Watt maximun Type G Candelabra incandescent
light bulb (NOT INCLUDED) into the socket of the fixture. DO NOT
EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE.

(8)Check whether the connection is sufficiently strong.Carefully lower
the lamp until the rods is taut.

(4). Fasten the  ceiling bracket(A) onto the Outlet Box by using the
Outlet Box Screw (E) with Metal spacer(F).

(7)Screw 24pcs decoration glass with rods(K)on the main ball.

(5)Thread the wires through the components(suspension eye),retaining
nut(C),Ceiling canopy(B) and connect the 3 power wires.The slick wire
is the live wire,the coarse wire is the neutral wire,the brass wire is the
earth wire.And fixed the extra Steel wire to the ceiling with wire
lock(G).It is for best fixed the chandelier.

(6)Screw the suspension eye(with retaining nut C) to the ceiling
bracket and fix it securely by Tightening the retaining nut.


